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We have developed a spatial audio transmission technology
for comfortable and smooth telecommunication in the mobile
environment, which allows users participating in multi-point
voice chat to assign a unique spatial position to each of the
distant talkers’ voice. This enables customization of the listening environment according to the individual user’s preferences, and provides an intuitive sound interface for speaker
identification as well as less tiring sound for voice chat.
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effective in reducing these types of difficulty [2].

In contrast to one-to-one conversa-

position to the voices of remote partici-

*1 Content share: A service for sharing information such as video or images over a network.
*2 LTE: An evolutional standard of the ThirdGeneration mobile communication system
specified at 3GPP; LTE is synonymous with
Super3G proposed by NTT DOCOMO.

*3 Binaural signal processing: A type of signal processing which artificially adjusts the
sound heard by each ear to create a spatial
audio effect when playing back monaural
sound.
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cance. The method is able to encode a
Table 1 Comparison of chat systems with spatial audio playback
Client-side processing
approach

Server-side processing
approach

Hybrid processing
approach

Server

Not required

Required

Required

Back channel

Not required

Required

Not required

Downlink
transmission data
(transmission volume)

Encoded data from all
participants (increases with
number of participants)

Spatial audio
synthesized data
(fixed)

Multiplexed data
(fixed)

Terminal processing
(processing load)

Decoding and spatial audio
synthesis of each data
stream (increases with
number of participants)

Decoding of spatial
audio synthesis data
(fixed)

Decoding and spatial
audio synthesis of
multiplexed data (fixed)

super-wideband speech signal with low
latency of several tens of milliseconds
and processing load comparable to conventional speech encoding methods.
The multi-channel coding process
stream from each client, determines the
most important components by comparing frequency-domain coefficients, and

*4 Multi-channel coding: A form of signal processing which takes input signals from multiple
systems, and performs multiplexing and data
compression onto a single system.
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decodes the high-quality speech-coded

*5 MDCT: A method for converting a time-series
signal to its frequency components. It is able to
reduce distortion at block boundaries without
losing information by applying an overlapping
transform with the preceding and following
blocks, so it is widely used for audio encoding.
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Figure 1 Architecture of spatial audio transmission technology
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based on auditory significance

ed data stream (Figure 2).
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The spatial audio decoding process
receives the compressed and multi-
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User B voice data
Power

plexed encoded data from the multichannel coding process, separates out
Frequency

and decodes the frequency-domain
components of each participant’s voice,

Power
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multiplexing

Frequency

User C voice data

and performs spatial audio synthesis.
Figure 3 shows the mechanism by
which humans recognize the location of
a sound source. Sound generated by a

Frequency

Figure 2 Multiplex processing for multi-channel coding

sound source propagates to both ears
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through different paths. The direction
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Conventionally, spatial audio syn-
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thesis processing is applied to the
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processing is used to simulate IID and

decoded time-domain sound signal, but
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processing required for spatial audio

Sound source waveform

playback by approximately 30% to
50% relative to conventional methods.
Waveform arriving at right ear

2.2 Verification of Sound Quality
To verify the quality of sound trans-

Waveform arriving at left ear

Differences in intensity
and arrival time caused
by difference in distance
to sound source

mitted by the spatial audio transmission
technology, we conducted subjective
evaluation tests. Conditions for the test
are shown in Table 2. We used the

Figure 3 Spatial sound recognition mechanism

Multi-Stimulus test with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) method
[4], which evaluates test stimuli
(including the original sound) on a
range from 0 to 100 points.
Figure 5 shows the test results.
The error bar in the figure shows a 95%
*6

confidence interval for the averaged

(a) General, conventional processing
Speech decoding
Dequantization

Encoded
data

Spatial audio synthesis

Inverse
transform A

Transform
B

Coefficient
operations

Inverse
transform B

Speech
signal

(b) Proposed processing
Spatial audio decoding
Dequantization

Encoded
data

scores. Conversation A contains

Coefficient
operations

Inverse
transform C

Correction

Speech
signal

Figure 4 Spatial audio decoding architecture

momentary instances of simultaneous
utterances, while conversation B contains
Table 2 Subjective evaluation test conditions

continuous periods of two or more participants speaking. Results of conversa-

Methodology

MUSHRA

tion A at 64 kbit/s and conversation B

Number of subjects

10

at 96 kbit/s show that our technology

Test items

Conversation A (five participants, few concurrent utterances)
Conversation B (six participants, many concurrent utterances)

Reference sound
(sampling frequency)

Binaural playback with sources reconstructed separately (22.05 kHz)

Encoded sound
(bit-rate/
sampling frequency)

Binaural playback with spatial audio transmission
(48, 64, 96 kbit/s / 22.05 kHz)

Uncompressed,
multiplex encoded
sound

High-quality encoded sound (64 kbit/s / 22.05 kHz),
spatial audio synthesis with separately reconstructed sources.

Band-limited sound

7 kHz bandwidth, 3.5 kHz bandwidth

Listening method

Headphones (both ears)

achieves equivalent quality to that using
multiple high-quality encoded sound
signals encoded at 64 kbit/s per channel. In other words, the spatial audio
transmission technology offers a 20%
to 25% reduction in downlink data
transmission for each of the conversations through the multi-channel coding.

3. Prototype
*7

This technology was implemented

tocol (SIP) . The server and client

applications respectively. We con-

in a VoIP-based, multi-point voice chat

functions were implemented as

firmed execution of the client software

®*8

®*9

system using the Session Initiation Pro-

Windows

*6 95% confidence interval: Assuming the
sample has a particular distribution, an interval
containing 95% of the sample.

*7 SIP: A call control protocol defined by the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and
used for IP-phone with VoIP, etc.
®
*8 Windows : A trademark or registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. in the United States
and other countries.
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and Windows Mobile

on FOMA PRO Series HT-01A termi-

®

*9 Windows Mobile : A trademark or registered
trademark of Microsoft Corp. in the United
States and other Countries.
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Figure 5 Subjective evaluation test results

adjusted, is promising for applications
attempting to improve a sense of shared
space or presence. In the future we plan
to continue study of improvements to
the technology’s binaural signal processing, such as personalizing spatial

nals (Photo 1). Clients participate in a

positions of the other participants’ voices

voice chat session by placing calls to

according to their preferences, and was

meeting rooms configured on the serv-

developed to provide comfortable,
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